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Doubletap Books, United States, 2012. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.In the murky world of espionage, where
shadowy intelligence operatives struggle against one another to gain tactical advantage, things can
often go very, very wrong. This is one such story. Told by a former master CIA spy, truth is woven
with fiction to create a gripping yet authentic action packed tale of real intelligence operatives at
war. From Somalia, to Ethiopia, to Hong Kong, to Paris, we follow the path of CIA case officer Mac
MacMurphy as he uncovers an intricate Iranian plot to draw China into a terrorist alliance against
America. But when organizational inertia within the CIA hierarchy disrupts his operational plans, he
must resort to unconventional methods to achieve his goals. The unintended consequences of his
actions pits MacMurphy against an unstable Chinese case officer in a gritty crescendo of action
where only one will survive. The book the CIA tried to keep off the bookshelves! In an early letter to
the author, the CIA s Publications Review Board said in part: The Publications Review Board has
completed its review of your manuscript entitled...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am delighted to explain how
this is basically the best book i actually have read through during my individual life and may be he best book for at any time.
-- Jarod Bartoletti-- Jarod Bartoletti

It is an remarkable pdf that I actually have actually read. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am very happy to tell you that this is the finest
ebook i actually have go through during my very own life and may be he very best book for actually.
-- Hailey Jast Jr.-- Hailey Jast Jr.
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